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The Swedish Road
Administration 2008

A portrait of the Swedish Road Administration 2008
This publication, The Swedish Road Administration 2008,
aims to offer a summary of activities at the Swedish Road
Administration (SRA), based on operations in 2008. More
detailed information about events in 2008 can be found in
the SRA’s Annual Report 2008, The Road Transport
Sector – Sectoral Report 2008, and the Sustainability
Report 2008.
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Positive development
and changes
for the future

When I summarise events at the Swedish Road
Administration (SRA) and within our area of operations during 2008 I feel confident about the future.
Decisions and development trends have moved in a
direction that offer conditions to ensure that road
traffic is efficient, safe and with a lesser degree of
environmental impact. Through our efforts we have
come closer to our vision to make the good journey
possible for citizens and the business community.
One trend in the right direction is that the number
of fatalities on roads has fallen during the year to the
lowest level since the Second World War. However, we
are still far from achieving the long-term goal of Vision
Zero that no one is to be killed or seriously injured in
road transport. The new speed limit system that was
introduced autumn 2008 has further improved road
safety, as has additional “life savers” in the form of
road safety cameras, which have come into use during
the year.
The SRA’s cooperation with others to increase road
safety is an established working method and this has
continued. We have also collaborated to reduce climate emissions from transport. During 2008 the four
transport authorities Banverket (Swedish Rail Administration), Swedish Civil Aviation Authority, Swedish
Maritime Administration and SRA worked to draw up
proposals for Sweden’s future infrastructure.

During the year several new stretches of road have
opened to traffic, which have made a positive contribution to societal development. The government proposal
in late autumn for a major near-term investment focus
will mean that several traffic bottlenecks can be removed within the next few years.
Changes are taking place within public operations in
the transport area. On 1 January 2009 more than half
of SRA employees were transferred to a new employer.
The Traffic Registry and large parts of the exercise of
public authority were transferred to the new authority
Swedish Transport Agency, which also works with rail,
aviation and shipping. Vägverket Produktion became
Svevia AB and SRA Consulting Services formed Vectura
Consulting AB together with Banverket Consulting.
These changes offer new opportunities in efforts
to make the good journey possible. I am convinced
that we can continue to improve our results, not least
through active collaboration in the transport sector.

Borlänge March 2009

Ingemar Skogö
Director-General
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SRA goals

Every day, all day the SRA is working to ensure that
Sweden functions as well as possible. Our employers
are the Swedish Government and Parliament and funds
for our activities are from state financing.
The overall objective for the SRA is also the overall
objective for Swedish transport policy.
“Transport policy is to safeguard the provision of
socio-economically efficient and sustainable transport
for individuals and the business community throughout the country.”
The same objective has also been stipulated for Banverket and other authorities in the transport sector in
Sweden.

The overall goal is divided into six subsidiary goals:
An accessible transport system
The transport system is to be designed so as to meet
the basic transport needs of individuals and the business community.
High transport quality
The design and function of the transport system is to
permit a high level of transport quality for individuals
and the business community.
Safe traffic
The long-term goal for road traffic safety is for nobody
to be killed or seriously injured as a result of road accidents. The design and operation of the road transport
system should be brought into line with the requirements that this goal entails.
Good environment
The design and performance of the road transport
system is to contribute to achieving environmental
quality targets.
Positive regional development
The design and function of the road transport system
is to contribute to achieving the goal for regional development policy and to counteract the disadvantages
of long transport distances.
An equal opportunity
road transport system
The goal is for a gender equal transport system, where
the transport system is designed to meet both women’s
and men’s transport requirements. Women and men
are to be offered an equal opportunity to influence the
creation of the transport system, its design and management, and their values are to be equally important.
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Events during 2008

Sweden’s future infrastructure
– a common concern
The long-term national planning of Sweden’s infrastructure has since 2008 taken place in a joint venture
between the four state authorities responsible for their
respective mode of transport, i.e. Banverket, Swedish
Civil Aviation Authority, Swedish Maritime Administration and the SRA. A first joint report ahead of implementation planning for 2010 – 2021 was presented to
the Government on 30 September 2008.
Smart insurance for safety
and the environment
The SRA and parts of the insurance sector have since
early 2008 formed a cooperation that could result in a
car insurance system which prioritises a safe driving
style and low environmental impact. If the system is
introduced, insurance companies could reduce their
costs for claims adjustment, at the same time as road
safety is improved and the environmental impact of
road traffic is reduced.
Inquiry into transport authorities
Late in June the Government set up an inquiry that
is to review operations at the Swedish transport authorities. The core focus for the inquiry is multimodal
transports. The inquiry is to present its findings and
proposals by 1 April 2009.
High pass rates for driving licences
and reduced waiting times
New integrated driving tests were introduced on 1 September, offering an opportunity to take the theory test
and practical test for a passenger car driving licence
on the same day or in close proximity to each other.

During the first three months, the changes resulted in
a rise in pass rates for first-time tests and fewer repeat
tests, which has in turn led to a significant reduction
in waiting times. The percentage of approved theory
tests rose from 62 to 73 per cent and approved practical tests from 62 to 75 per cent.
An extra SEK 10 billion to roads and rail
On 12 September the Swedish Government presented
its near-term investment package for roads and rail.
A total SEK 10 billion extra is to be invested during
2009 and 2010 to speed up and bring forward important projects. Alongside this package, current infrastructure construction and planning is to continue.
Decision to corporatise Construction
and Maintenance and Consulting Services
On 27 November the Government announced its decision to corporatise Vägverket Produktion and SRA
Consulting Services. On 1 January 2009 Vägverket
Produktion was converted into a state-owned company
called Svevia AB. On the same day, SRA Consulting
Services and Banverket Consulting were converted
into Vectura Consulting AB, wholly-owned by the state.
Driving licence and vehicle services
to the Swedish Transport Agency
On 1 January 2009 driving licence and vehicle services
were transferred from the SRA to the new authority the
Swedish Transport Agency. Responsibility for legislation and traffic regulations was also transferred to the
Swedish Transport Agency, which has overall public
authority responsibility for rail, aviation, shipping
and road transports.
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The SRA cooperates with tens of
organisations to ensure that
sport-related travel becomes safer.
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A good year for road safety

2008 was a positive year for road safety. The most
important development was of course the reduction
in the number of fatalities compared with 2007.
New speed limits have been introduced during the
year. An additional 100 fixed and 15 mobile speed
cameras are now in use. These measures are expected
to save more lives.
Sweden has strengthened its position abroad as
a leading country in the field of road safety, and the
SRA’s cooperation in this field with other parties in
Sweden has been extended.
Lowest number of fatalities since 1945
A preliminary 420 people were killed on the roads
in 2008. This is a clear reduction on 2007, when 471
people were killed. It is also the lowest figure for road
fatalities since the Second World War.
The reduction in the number of fatalities is partly
a result of the slowing economy, which has led to a
reduction in traffic volume, and partly a result of road
safety measures in recent years. There are more separated roads and car safety has also increased, not least
because almost all new cars now have electronic stability programs (ESP).
Even if the number of road deaths has fallen, there
is still much work to be done to achieve Vision Zero,
which is the long-term goal for road safety efforts in
Sweden. The SRA has during 2008 presented the government with a new interim goal for consideration.
A decision is expected in March 2009.
Agreement with Volvo important milestone
In September an agreement was signed that will mean
Volvo Cars and the SRA are to cooperate so that no
person is killed or seriously injured in a new Volvo car
from 2020.
The SRA sees this agreement as a highly important
milestone in road safety efforts. It means that car

manufacturers provide a far-reaching undertaking and
do not transfer responsibility for road safety to other
parties. The agreement also opens up new opportunities for collaboration with the car industry.
Proposal for 30-rule
A proposal for a 30 km/h rule at bus stops was presented to the government on 29 October 2008. The rule
concerns buses fitted with a 30 km/h sign and on roads
where speeds are 70 km/h or lower. The proposal followed positive results of 30 km/h trials at bus stops
in Örnsköldsvik and on certain stretches of road in
Linköping.
The background to the proposal is a government
commission from 2004, when several fatal accidents
occurred involving children that had travelled by
school transports.
Cooperation for safer
sports-related journeys
Early in 2008 ten organisations linked with sports
signed together with the SRA a declaration of intent
concerning sports-related journeys and how these can
become safer. Each year about six people are killed in
Sweden in sports-related road accidents. These are
often young people.
Participants in the collaboration for safer sportselated journeys include the Swedish Sports Confederation, the National Society for road Safety (NTF), Folksam, the Swedish Bus & Coach Federation and Hem
och Skola. Work began with an “OLA Sports” project in
a joint venture between the Swedish Sports Confederation and the SRA.
The OLA approach focuses on a road safety problem
and draws up objective facts [Objektiva Fakta], discusses solutions [Lösningar] and then signs intentions
[Avsikter]. During 2008 this working method has also
been used for road safety problems associated with
quad bikes.
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EU award for electronic stability
program initiative
On 5 November the SRA received the eSafety Award for
its work to convince vehicle manufacturers to include
electronic stability programs in new cars. The award
was presented by the European Commissioner Viviane
Reding. The European Commission sees Sweden as a
leading country for cars and safety issues.
Sweden leading work for a global
road safety standard
In February 2008 work started to establish a global
road safety standard, ISO 39001. The standard is to
describe how systematic efforts with road safety are
to be implemented in all organisations and companies
that influence or are impacted by safety on the roads.
Claes Tingvall, road safety director at the SRA, is
chairman for this international work and the initiative
to create a global standard came from Sweden.
Strong support for cameras
and median barriers
Almost 75 per cent of Swedes sees automated surveillance using cameras as a good method for controlling
speeds. More than 80 per cent believe that all major
roads should have median barriers to avoid head-on
collisions.
These are figures from the 2008 road safety barometer, an annual survey of attitudes in Sweden to road
safety. It has been carried out since 1981 by Statistics
Sweden on behalf of the SRA.
Whiplash injuries taken seriously
When the first whiplash injuries from road accidents
were discovered in the mid 1980s these were initially
not taken seriously. Many people with symptoms were
suspected of exaggerating problems.
In Sweden, the SRA has together with Folksam,
Autoliv, Chalmers, Saab and Volvo acted so that car
seats are constructed to avoid the risk of whiplash
injuries. One important result of this work was
achieved in November 2008 when the ability of seats
to counteract whiplash injuries was tested as part
of Euro NCAP crash tests.
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More than four of five swedes (83 per cent) are
positive to the introduction of additional speed
limits in sweden. this is shown in a survey by sifo
from november. the same survey also found that 91
per cent were aware of the new speed limit system.

Robin Dall
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the right speed saves lives
and the environment

2008 was the year when sweden adopted new speed
limits. existing speed limits, which had been used
since 1971, were complemented with 40, 60, 80, 100
and 120 km/h. the most important reason for this
change was to save lives. it will also reduce environmental impact.
Driving at the right speed concerns both safety and the
environment. If we all keep to stipulated speed limits
then 150 lives could be saved each year and carbon
dioxide emissions would be reduced by about 700 000
tonnes. This is equivalent to emissions from 240 000
passenger cars. If speeds in urban areas are reduced
then traffic becomes safer, at the same time as noise
and emissions of carbon dioxide and particulate matter are reduced.
A review of speed limits on the national road network has begun. The new speed limit system in ten
stages, from 30 to 120 km/h, has every opportunity
to make the system clearer and more logical than the

previous system. The objective is that road users themselves should know which speed is permitted simply
by looking at the design of the road. One obvious example of this is roads with median barriers, where the
normal speed limit is 100 km/h.
The review of speed limits on roads outside urban
areas is to be carried out by the SRA. It started autumn
2008 and is to continue in 2009. Within urban areas
the review is to be conducted by local authorities. The
long-term assessment is that 30, 40 and 60 km/h will
be introduced in urban areas.
A broad dialogue took place between the SRA, organisations, collaborative partners, and the general
public as part of the introduction of the new speed
limit system. On 1 September road signs with the new
speed limits began to be erected along roads at the
same time as the public was offered an opportunity to
ask the SRA questions via an online chat forum. This is
the first time that the SRA has used a chat forum in its
contacts with the general public.

“it has become safer where changes were made”
Robin Dall from Trosa was one of numerous road users
who expected many new signs to appear on roads and
that the new speed limits would be confusing.
“But this did not happen. As far as I can see, new
signs have only replaced old signs on stretches of road
that have a new speed limit and these changes have
been reasonable, in my opinion. Traffic has become
safer, which I suppose was the point.”
He often travels between Trosa and Stockholm and
has particularly noticed the speed reduction from 110
to 100 on approach roads to Stockholm.
“There is a lot of heavy traffic on that road and I
have seen several accidents there. As long as goods are
transported by road and not rail then speed must be
lower on this type of road.”

He is however in favour of a more widespread use of
variable speed limits, where speeds are based on current road conditions.
“On a motorway drivers could be allowed to drive at
120 or even 130 when it is summer, daylight and dry.
On a slippery winter day, then speed limits could be
reduced to 70 on the same stretch of road.”
Robin is 24 and has owned a driving licence since he
was 18. Initially he was keen to drive fast.
“But as you drive more, you realise it is important to
adapt your speed. Now I fully understand a 30 km/h
limit. I am an IT technician at Trosa Municipality and
often travel to schools. My driving instructor said that
30 km/h was the most important speed to keep. And he
was absolutely right.”
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Norrortsleden
– a new important road

The SRA has during 2008 opened several new links
on the Swedish road network. One of these was
Norrortsleden.
When Norrortsleden opened in October 2008 congestion and travel time was reduced in northern areas
of Greater Stockholm. Norrortsleden was also a road
project with many positive points. The road was completed earlier than planned, it cost less than expected,
people living along the road became more aware of the
area’s history – and a valuable meadow was moved.
Major road projects impact many people and many
different interest groups. Similar to several other
roads, the 16 kilometre Norrortsleden passes close to
residential areas, through cultural sites and past valuable natural areas. It was therefore important to offer
information to involved parties as soon as possible,
to offer a dialogue and to solve unexpected problems
during the six year project.
Archaeologists studied the site before road construction could begin. The archaeological excavation
became one of the largest ever in the Stockholm area.
The dig attracted many visitors and tours were organised for the public twice per week. This not only
increased knowledge about the region’s history, it also
formed a foundation for contacts between the SRA and
people that were to be affected by the construction.
They were offered an opportunity to ask questions and
receive information at an early stage in the project.
There were many environmental questions linked to
the project. These concerned ways to solve the impact
the actual construction would cause, and also ways to
reduce the long-term damage to nature.
“Looking back, I think we did a good job,” says the
project manager Per-Olov Karlsson. “By always trying
to be one step ahead with information, then the general
public knew what to expect and we could then solve
any problems that materialised.”
To minimise impact on the landscape, large parts
of Norrortsleden are below ground level or are edged
with noise-protection screens. Frog tunnels have been

built, together with ecoducts – i.e. bridges with gravel
that have been lined with vegetation to lead animals
across the road. One unusual project was moving a
meadow that would have been divided by the road.
This chalk damp meadow had significant botanical
values and was moved to a protected area.
“Some people say that information and environmental considerations during road construction projects
are too expensive. But I believe we have all benefited
from these efforts,” says Per-Olov Karlsson.
Now that Norrortsleden is complete, northern areas
of Greater Stockholm have gained the cross route that
has been missing between the E4 and E18 motorways.
It reduces pressure on both the local network of minor
roads and the busy main roads towards Stockholm.
Travel times have also fallen and opportunities to
travel by public transport have increased as new bus
routes use Norrortsleden. The new routes also offer
new opportunities to build residential developments
and as a result to create a better balance between
housing and employment in the region.

Other important new roads in 2008
Torp–Håby and Värmlandsbro–Hogdal on the E6 in Bohuslän.
Motorway, a total 24 kilometres.
• Kronoparken–Skattkärr on the E18 in Karlstad.
Motorway, 6 kilometres.
• Lekhyttan–Adolfsberg on the E18 west of Örebro.
Motorway, 18 kilometres.
• Västjädra–Västerås on the E18.
Motorway, 6 kilometres.
• Hån–Töcksfors on the E18 in western Värmland.
Separated road, 4 kilometres.
• Förbifart Sala on National Highway 70.
Separated road, 18 kilometres.
•
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norrortsleden – a good example
in the industry
Work with Norrortsleden has not only resulted in a
new road. The level of cooperation that typified the
project was ground-breaking in the construction
sector.
“Before the project began we agreed to work in a new
way. In order to keep to our schedule and budget we
decided to focus on cooperation with contractors and
everyone else involved in the project to a far greater
extent than earlier projects,” says the project manager
Per-Olov Karlsson.
This focus resulted in a project culture that was
both more efficient and more fun. Success factors were
collaboration, information, environment, and working environment, and this working approach has since
spread to other projects.
The working method has been documented in the
book “Norrortsleden – vägen som var mödan värd”
[Norrortsleden – the road that was worth the effort]
which can be ordered on the SRA website www.vv.se.

“In order to keep to our schedule
and budget we decided to focus
on cooperation with contractors
and everyone else involved in
the project to a far greater
extent than earlier projects.”
Per-olov Karlsson, project manager
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“It takes longer to commute to work by train.
But I prefer to sit on the train and read than
get frustrated in a car queue.”
Lars Bryngelson Ohlsson, trial traveller who has continued to travel
by public transport between Helsingborg and Malmö.
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Cooperation for
the good journey

Ahead of a major road project on the E6 motorway
in Skåne summer 2008, car commuters were offered
to test public transport during the construction
period.
This is one of many examples of how the SRA has
cooperated with other transport players. Partly as
this solves acute problems. Partly – and primarily –
as this promotes a long-term sustainable transport
system.
Pressure on the road transport system is hard in Sweden’s densely populated areas, in particular during
hours when most people travel to and from work. Traffic is particularly intensive in Skåne and collaboration
is both natural and necessary if traffic is to function as
well as possible.
When major rebuilding is planned for busy roads
then it becomes more difficult to travel on these roads.
This is why the SRA has together with Skånetrafiken
offered a number of car commuters an opportunity to
test travelling by public transport. Information about
this opportunity has been displayed on roadside signs,
on the SRA website and in newspapers, and on radio
and TV. There has been substantial interest and the
quota of test travellers has quickly been filled.
Reducing traffic past roadworks has been one of
the aims of the trials with test travellers. But the most
important aim has been to get people to choose public
transport instead of the car when they travel to work.
In this way traffic load can be reduced, which benefits
the environment, road safety, and accessibility. Of
400 people in Skåne that have to date been test travellers, half have chosen to continue travelling by public
transport.
Another collaboration between the SRA, municipalities and Skånetrafiken concerns routes used by
regional buses. In 2008 work has continued to focus on
these routes. The aim is to persuade the rising number
of people commuting to work in the county to use public transport.

The SRA is cooperating with the county administrative
board, Region Skåne, and the other transport authorities in overall planning for the region. This planning
cooperation is also taking place with individual
municipalities, such as Trelleborg, which is home to
Skåne’s largest port.
Collaboration is not only about planning. People that
set out on roads want to know about road conditions,
if traffic is flowing or if there are obstructions on their
route. The SRA and ferry ports are cooperating to offer newly arrived road users information 24-hours per
day. Obstructions are to be removed as quickly as possible. This has resulted in an agreement with breakdown recovery firms to wait with removing lorries
during peak hours. When the emergency services have
completed their work then the vehicle is moved aside,
so that traffic can pass. The actual vehicle removal
takes place first when traffic volume is less.
There are even more examples of how the SRA cooperates with others to facilitate travel and transports,
also outside Sweden. The SRA in Skåne collaborates
with the Danish Road Directorate, which is only natural as Själland and Skåne are slowly merging into a
single region. Cooperation has also begun with Poland.
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Environmental year 2008

Issues relating to climate impact were in focus in
2008 in both Swedish and international debates on
the environment.
The SRA has during the year worked with various
measures to help reduce carbon dioxide emissions
from road transport. The main reductions are a result
of ecodriving, efforts to influence choice of vehicle
and mode of transport, changes to speed limits, and a
reduction in energy use through more efficient street
lighting.
Reducing noise from road traffic and emissions of
particulate matter have been other important areas
during the year, as have preserving natural and cultural heritage values during road projects and to protect more water catchment areas.
Fewer studded tyres – better air
and less noise for more people
During 2008 the impact of studded tyre use on air
quality has been highlighted in various ways.
A study carried out by the Swedish Meteorological
and Hydrological Institute (SMHI), on behalf of the
SRA, found that the level of particles in air in urban areas was reduced if fewer vehicles used studded tyres.
Particles from road wear caused by studded tyres is a
health problem and is one reason why legal requirements are not being met.
The report emphasised that a reduction in studded
tyre use is an important factor if air in urban areas is
to be improved, something that the SRA has provided
information about for several years. In 2008 the SRA
has again widely disseminated information about this
issue, together with the Swedish Tyre Industry Information Council, among others.
A study in Stockholm has found an increasingly
positive attitude among the general public to nonstudded winter tyres.
In January 2009 the SRA presented a proposal to the
Government for changes to winter tyre regulations.
This would mean trials with a ban on driving vehicles

fitted with studded tyres on certain roads and that the
season for studded tyre use would be shortened.
Less noise for more people
The SRA is continuously working to improve the sound
environment for people that are affected by noise from
road traffic. This is achieved in various ways, such as
the erection of noise protection screens, replacing windows, and using low-noise surfacing. During the year
this has meant about 3 300 people along state roads
have had their indoor sound environment improved.
One measure that has received more and more attention is “low-noise asphalt”, which is road surfacing that reduces noise. Trials are underway on several
busy roads in Stockholm.
In 2008 the SRA began a project to inspire municipalities to increase their efforts to achieve a good
sound environment. Among other things, this resulted
in about ten municipalities using funds from the SRA
to identify noise problems along municipal streets.
This will then provide a foundation for future work by
municipalities.
Many municipalities have received state subsidies
for noise protection measures and have also used their
own funding to implement measures. About 3 500
people have accordingly had their sound environment
improved on the municipal road network.
Environmental prize for promising
non-fossil fuel
The SRA’s environmental prize 2008 was awarded to
a project that could make it possible to create a nonfossil fuel from black liquor, a waste product from the
pulp industry.
“If the project is a success, then 25 per cent of fuel
consumption by motor vehicles in Sweden could be
based on forest raw materials within 20 years,” said
the Director-General at the SRA Ingemar Skogö when
awarding the prize.
The prize was awarded to the Energy Technology
Centre and Chemrec, both in Piteå.
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Climate-neutral
goods transports by road

By 2020, the climate impact from a typical Swedish
goods transport on the road is to have fallen by half.
This is the objective in the cooperation “Climateneutral Goods Transports by Road”, which was
expanded substantially in 2008. Some 15 members
from various sectors are now working together in a
network to achieve this goal.
“Each of us is working individually to reduce climate
impact. But we now understand that we cannot achieve
the next step alone,” says Lennart Pilskog, manager for
Public Affairs at Volvo Trucks.
Lennart Pilskog believes the cooperation has produced much more than expected.
“There is more know-how and many more projects
underway than we were initially aware of. In addition, our collaboration, which is quite unbureaucratic,
enables us to get to know each other and suggest new
initiatives. I am convinced that we will achieve our
objective.”
Climate-neutral Goods Transports by Road was
started by Schenker, Preem, Volvo Trucks, the SRA
and the Centre for Environment and Sustainability
at Chalmers University of Technology in Göteborg.
A preliminary study was carried out at Chalmers to
offer the cooperation a scientific basis.
When the new members joined the network during the logistics and transport trade fair in Göteborg
in May 2008, they presented plans for how they are
planning to reduce their environmental impact. The
commitments they have made are in a wide range of
different areas, depending on their field of operations.
Examples include a more widespread use of renewable
fuels, fuel-efficient vehicles, more renewable energy in
manufacturing, continuing investments in eco-driving,
and subsidies to research and development within
sustainable logistics.

30 metre long timber truck
for the sake of the climate
In December 2008 a 30 metre long timber truck was
presented in Piteå. The truck is part of a project studying if it is possible to increase energy efficiency and
reduce transport costs by allowing higher loads on
suitable roads.
The project is part of the collaborative project
Climate-neutral Goods Transports by Road.

Members of the network
Members of the Climate-neutral Goods Transports by Road venture
are: Green Cargo, the Centre for Environment and Sustainability at
Chalmers University of Technology in Göteborg, ICA, Lantmännen,
Posten Logistik, Preem Petroleum, Ragn-Sells, Renova, SCA,
Schenker, Stora Enso, the Swedish Association of Road Haulage
Companies, Volvo Trucks, Volvo Logistics and the SRA. The SRA is
responsible for administrating the venture.
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“Fuel consumption can be significantly cut
by reducing speed slightly. And a journey
only takes a few more seconds.”
Jan Andrén, environmental manager at SRA Ferry Operations
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SRA ferries
increasingly green

Yellow ferries replace roads on lakes, and coastal
seas and rivers, from Ivösjön in Skåne to Rödupp at
Kalixälven in Norrbotten. Every year these ferries
become increasingly environmentally friendly.
The SRA is not only responsible for land roads but
also for 37 ferry routes that are part of the state road
network. Traffic is run by SRA Ferry Operations, which
is the largest unit in Sweden in terms of the number of
transported vehicles and passengers.
These ferries often operate in sensitive waters. Some
lakes are also water catchment areas. One key policy is
to minimise impact on the environment, and SRA Ferry
Operations has been active for many years to reduce
the risk of water pollution. Use of non-toxic paint,
together with routines and techniques to prevent emissions are just some examples of these efforts. Only
environmental class diesel has been used as fuel since
1996.
In 2008 the focus for environmental efforts has been
to reduce fuel consumption in order to cut carbon
dioxide emissions from ferries.
“Our goal was to reduce consumption to 17.3 litres
per nautical mile, but we achieved 17.2 litres. This is
half a litre less per nautical mile than last year,” says
environmental manager Jan Andrén.
A smoother driving style has contributed to this
reduction.
“Fuel consumption can be significantly cut by reducing speed slightly. And a journey only takes a few more
seconds,” says Jan Andrén.
Other methods are to stop engines between journeys
or to return to the point of departure after 6–7 minutes
instead of 10 minutes. If this is acceptable for traffic.
But the most effective method to reduce consumption
is to change from self-propelled ferries to cable ferries.
“When we transferred the Adelsö route on Mälaren
in 2006, then consumption per nautical mile fell by
about 65 per cent.”

Cable ferries are not suitable for all routes, but SRA
Ferry Operations is reviewing possible changes and
a decision has been taken to transfer to a cable ferry
for the Hemsö route outside Härnösand. The unit also
owns Sweden’s only battery powered ferry. It is named
Maj and has operated on the Malö route in Bohuslän
since 2000.
This was a pilot project, with certain initial problems. But now the ferry is operating successfully, and
Jan Andrén believes the time may be right for more
battery powered ferries.

SRA Ferry Operations in brief
SRA Ferry Operations is a business area at the SRA.
Ferry routes:		
		

38, of which 37 are state-run as well as the
municipal Ekerö route in Mälaren.

Ice roads: 		
		
		

Eight. Ferry routes in northern Sweden become
ice roads during the winter. SRA Ferry Operations
is responsible for operations and maintenance.

Ferries: 		

61.

Shipyards: 		

Tenö, Vaxholm and Fridhem shipyards, Lysekil.

Head Office: 		

Vaxholm.

Number of employees: 405.
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Investments to improve
operations and maintenance

Operations and maintenance of state roads is to
become more efficient. Road users are to be 
offered greater opportunities to give opinions
about how the roads are managed. New methods
are to be tested.
“By using uniform standards, guidelines and working
methods for how we purchase contractors for operations and maintenance, these activities will become
more efficient. This means more money for roads,
something that road users often call for,” says Jan
Pettersson, head of operations and maintenance at
the SRA.
One key part of the new focus in operations and
maintenance work is to increase dialogue with people
that use the roads.
“We are yet to finalise the exact form for this dialogue. It could be some form of road user council. But
road users are definitely to be offered greater opportunities to express their views and to receive an answer.
At the same time as the SRA can explain its roll and its
opportunities,” says Jan Pettersson.
An action plan is scheduled to be complete in 2009,
but important measures for this plan began in 2008.
An inventory was carried out of stretches of road that
could be impacted by climate changes, such as flooding
and landslides. Exposed points are already being rectified. This includes culverts that have been replaced
with new culverts that can cope with heavier flooding
resulting from more rain.
During 2008 all locations were identified on the
state road network where traffic flows could be halted.
This included 1+2 roads, where the road could be
narrow on some stretches and where there is only one
lane. To avoid stoppages at these locations, one solution could be to earmark extra resources for snow
clearance. Locations that experience regular stoppages
may need some form of rebuilding.

Jan Pettersson, head of operations and maintenance at the SRA.

Difference between operations and maintenance
Operations are measures carried out to ensure that roads are accessible, and include snow clearance, ditch clearance, road sign cleaning,
and minimising dust from gravel roads.
• Maintenance activities are measures to ensure that the road standard
is maintained, such as repairing concrete damage on a bridge, filling
asphalt in deep ruts, or replacing damaged road signs.
•
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“There is an endless number of challenges
and opportunities, especially with the
ongoing generational renewal. The breadth
of professions is probably wider than
anywhere else.”
Pontus Gruhs
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“At the SRA, I can be part of community
development, probably to a greater extent
than if I worked with something else. It is
a huge responsibility.”
Frida Karlsson

More than 100 professions
at the SRA

At the SRA you will find geotechnicians, community
planners, language experts, IT technicians, seamen,
web editors, land negotiators, road engineers, lawyers, and landscape architects. Among others. The
breadth of SRA activities is reflected in the span of
its professions – there are more than 100 different
professions at the SRA.
Variation, together with the fact that the SRA is present all across Sweden, means that our co-workers

Pontus develops operations
and maintenance
Pontus Gruhs, aged 31, is a civil engineer in road and
water and is responsible for developing operations
and maintenance on state roads.
“In 2008 we started 60 tangible projects that will
hopefully produce results in the near future.”
Pontus has an overall responsibility for the projects.
He is also project manager for some of the projects.
“One project concerns using GPS to manage road salt
use. This would mean the amount of salt to be spread
on a particular stretch can be pre-programmed. We
expect this to reduce salt consumption, as it is difficult to both drive and monitor salt consumption at the
same time.”
Pontus says he thoroughly enjoys his work at the
SRA.
“There is an endless number of challenges and opportunities, especially with the ongoing generational
renewal. The breadth of professions is probably wider
than anywhere else.”
He sees his main overall task as merging research
and its practical application.
People that work on the roads are highly skilled, just
like researchers. Together they can achieve extremely
positive results.

have every opportunity to develop, test new tasks, and
further broaden their competence. At the SRA you do
not need to change employer to change profession.
One important area is equality. In addition to gender equality training for strategic personnel groups,
a course has been developed for all employees. One
of the SRA’s goals is a gender equal road transport
system, so it is important that employees have a basic
understanding about all aspects of gender equality.

Frida works to reduce climate impact
Frida Karlsson, aged 26, has a degree in environmental
management. She works with environmental issues
linked to vehicles and transports, focusing mainly on
climate impact.
During 2008 she took part in a review of speed limits,
in terms of noise, air quality and climate.
“At the SRA, I can be part of community development, probably to a greater extent than if I worked
with something else. It is a huge responsibility,” says
Frida, who often helps to draw up supporting documentation that is used by the government or the EU.
She is also one SRA representative at the environmental cooperation Nordic Road Association (NRA).
Part of Frida’s daily work is to answer questions received via the website. One such question could be if it
is better for the environment to reverse into a carport
with a warm car than to reverse out with a cold car.
“I answered that question by saying that emissions
from a cold car are three-times higher. But as you are
only reversing a very short distance then the difference
is marginal. The main environmental benefits are to be
gained through ecodriving during the actual journey,
by planning your driving to use the vehicles energy in
motion.”
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Goal achievement in 2008

The following is a summary of how well the SRA has
achieved its operational goals as stipulated by the government for 2008. Operational goals are stated in the
letter of appropriations that the government presents
each year describing the SRA’s tasks.

Goal in letter of appropriations 2008

Results

Accessible transport system

The goal was achieved
The goal was partially achieved
The goal was not achieved

Goal in letter of appropriations 2008

Results

Good environment

Accessibility for citizens and the business community

The SRA is to implement measures that result in a

within regions and between regions and surrounding

reduction in carbon dioxide emissions from road

areas is gradually to improve.

traffic by at least 60 000 tonnes in 2008.

Accessibility within metropolitan areas and between

The SRA is to implement measures that result in a

urban areas is to improve.

reduction in the number of people that are exposed

The proportion of functionally disabled persons who can

to noise levels from road traffic exceeding values

use the road transport system, including public transport,

recommended by Parliament for noise in dwellings.

is to increase. Public transport should be accessible for

The SRA is to implement measures that result in an

people with functional disabilities by 2010 at the latest.

increase in the number of consumers with protected

The proportion of children and young people who can use

water supply.

the road transport system unaccompanied is to increase.

Levels of nitrogen dioxide and particulate matter along

The proportion of pedestrian, cyclist and bus passengers

state roads are not to exceed established environmental

in short distance travel is to increase.

quality standards.
Infrastructure is to be planned based on a holistic

High transport quality

approach that includes a striving to preserve and

The combined activities of the SRA during 2008 are

develop ecological functions, cultural values and

to improve the condition of the state road network

accessible outdoor leisure activities with a minimal

compared with 2007.

impact on the environment.

Restrictions on the state road network
are to be reduced.

Gender equality
Other transport policy interim goals are to be

Safe traffic
The SRA is to implement cost-effective road safety
measures on the state road network so that the number
of deaths in road accidents is reduced in 2008 by at
least 20 persons compared with 2007. The government
intends to establish new road safety goals in 2008.
Measures that aim to improve road safety for children
and young people are to be prioritised.
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followed-up from a gender perspective.

Results for the year

Swedes were more satisfied with the SRA in 2008 than
the previous year. In particular we are seen as more
transparent and accessible. However, the rating for
travelling by road has fallen.
To find out how successful our efforts have been
the SRA conducts surveys each year about satisfaction levels among citizens and the business sector. We
study attitudes to maintenance and accessibility on
the roads during the summer and winter months and

we assess how services such as driving tests are seen.
We also ask about the reception people have met with
from the SRA.
Surveys from 2008 show that more people are satisfied with reception from the SRA when they contact us.
We have also become better at supplying answers and
managing cases on time. Unfortunately the surveys
also found that road users are less satisfied with maintenance on the national road network.
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Facts about roads
and transport

PROPORTION OF PASSENGER TRANSPORT MILEAGE
IN SWEDEN PER MODE OF TRANSPORT

GOODS TRANSPORT MILEAGE IN SWEDEN,
BILLION TONNE KILOMETRES
50

Air transport 2.6% Maritime transport 0.6%
Rail transport 10.2%

Road transport

40

Maritime
transport

30

Road transport,
other 10.8%

Rail transport

20

10
1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
Source: SIKA and Banverket.

Road transport,
passenger cars 75.8%
Source: The Swedish Institute for Transport and Communications Analysis (SIKA).

PROPORTION OF RENEWABLE FUEL
IN THE ENTIRE ROAD TRANSPORT SECTOR

Road length and vehicle mileage 2008
Category

Road length, km*	Number of vehicle km
(billions)

		
State roads
98 400
Private roads receiving
state subsidies

76 150

Local authority streets and roads

41 000**

52

Proportion of renewable
fuel in the entire road
transport sector, %

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2.4

2.6

3.5

4.5

5.0

22

Source: Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions (SKL), VTI and SRA.
* Rounded figures.
** Figures for 2005.

Definitions
Vehicle mileage: Total distance driven by all vehicles
(vehicle kilometres).
Passenger transport mileage: Total distance travelled
by all passengers (passenger kilometres).
Goods transport mileage: The total quantity of goods
transported multiplied by the number of kilometres
(tonne kilometres) .
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The SRA is to offer citizens and the business sector good service and reception. This is why we have formulated undertakings for key areas and services
in our operations. These undertakings show the level of service that is to be
expected from the SRA.
We promise that …
… your accessibility is to be disrupted as little as possible during
roadworks
… speeds at roadworks are only to be reduced if there is a risk
for your own or road worker safety
… service will be available 24 hours per day on www.vv.se
… our rest areas are clean and well managed
… we provide up-to-date information about winter road conditions
… we provide up-to-date information about traffic disruptions on
state roads
… you will receive a time for your first theory and practical passenger
car driving test (Class B driving licence) within three weeks.

Vägverket
Swedish Road Administration
SE-781 87 Borlänge, Sweden
www.vv.se vagverket@vv.se
Phone: +46 771 119 119. Text telephone: +46 243 750 90. Fax: +46 243 758 25.

